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OBJECTIVES
■ Specific effective strategies for educating a range of
students 👩🏼🧑 🏻🧑 👧🏽
– YOUNGER—OLDER
– QUICK LEARNERS—SLOWER OR DIFFERENT LEARNERS
– NATIVE ICELANDIC SPEAKERS AND ICELANDIC 2ND
LANGUAGE LEARNERS
■ Importance of inclusive classrooms
– CONTINUED FLEXIBILITY & RESILIENCY
– INCLUSIVE SAFE SPACES FOR LEARNING
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AGENDA
■ THE GARDEN METAPHOR
– TEACHING FROM STRENGTHS AND FOR STRENGTHS:

■ LESSONS FROM RESEARCH:
– MESSAGE BOARDS 📝👩👩👧👦
■ Authentic literacy; the arc of literacy growth
■ Community of Learners

– ICELANDIC VOCABULARY 🇮🇸
■ Tier I, II, & III
■ Vocabulary in the texts that you use
■ Multiple Exposures
■ REFLECTIONS for Icelandic learners/citizens
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Teachers as Gardeners
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Seeds are like students…
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Planned objectives
Vision for the outcomes
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Teachers are
needed!
Offer
essential
supports…

We educators have
to notice and
specifically
commend positive
behaviors….
necessitates
intense kidwatching.
8
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Sometimes blooming is hidden among our
students. We have to search to see it.
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Sometimes we have
limited time/energy
to capture and
commend what is
CORRECT.
One solution: Train
other students in our
classes to help...
be “positive friend”!
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Sometimes our students
sprout when we least
expect it…usually not when
we are doing standardized
tests.
Another angle of kidwatching: Culturally
responsive pedagogy–
noticing & supporting in
culturally appropriate &
specific ways…commending
their progress, even if it is
not the dominant narrative.
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Message Boards
Research Project
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What is the
Message Boards Activity?


A voluntary sharing of important events or messages on
large or student-sized chalkboard by YOUNG students,
teachers and parents. It encourages children to be
active participants in WRITTEN language learning. It
is coupled with oral language activity related to the
written messages.
How is this relevant to my teaching?
How could the essence or objectives of this activity
be adapted to 10 year-olds or 15 year-olds?
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Message Boards=
Children’s
representation in
picto-writing
+ oral
communication
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What are the pedagogical assumptions that
undergird the Message Boards Activity?
• Students’ lives outside of school
can come into the classroom.
• What happens in students’ lives
matters & is honored by the school
community.
• Writing is for authentic
communication.
• Oral language and written language
develop in tandem, feed on each
15
other. They go together.

Everyday, before
formal instruction,
students (and their
parents for these
little ones; aides)
communicate an
authentic message
in picto-writing and
later in “circle
time” briefly share
their story.16
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Research Questions
 1.

What progression in picto-writing and oral
sharing is evident in pre-k children’s messages
over the course of the school year?

 2.

How do Message Boards support the cultural
funds of knowledge of the students (e.g., respect
the knowledge that the children bring to the
classroom)?

Data Collection & Analysis







Daily photographs of the messages
Teacher’s daily log recording students’
oral language
Examination of all data by two outside
researchers
Re-examination of log and photographs
by the teacher 15 months after the
school year ended.
Video recordings
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Findings #1
Teacher

modeling of how to
do Messages begins on the
first day of school.
Students learn how to do
Messages within the first 3
days of the beginning of
school.

Findings #2
 Development

in picto-writing &
conventional writing
amount

of detail increases by all
children (many start with
random lines).



they learn from each other.

Over time,
• more sophisticated concepts are represented in the drawings
• awareness of body parts and appropriate proportion
develop
20
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Findings #3

 Messages

showed
some continuity
(i.e., related to
ones they did
previously or to
peers’ Messages.)

Findings #4
 Some

children begin to
use resources (e.g.,
dictionaries, picture &
word files, books on a
variety of topics.)
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Findings #5
 By

November, some students
incorporate letters in their
messages & their initials.
 When “key words” are
introduced (in May; January)
some students immediately
begin adding a key word to
their messages.
 Most children use key words
when it is authentically part
of their message.
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Findings #6
 Many

students’ verbal expressions
become more detailed

 Caring

classroom climate
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Teacher’s Reflections
• Children’s Message Boards represent their ideas & I have to
observe very closely to see their growth in

•conceptualizing detail
•using vocabulary; expanding their sentences
•distinguishing between reality and fantasy
•Message Boards are a tool for kids who have what seem
overwhelming difficulties in September (TBI, PDD, no English
language, etc.) to grow exponentially and seamlessly integrate into
the classroom culture.
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Researcher Reflections
I have noticed that Message Boards are
•one major component of the teacher’s
Language Arts curriculum & instruction.
•supplemented with books in every learning
area & storybook reading several times
during the day.
•For older students, how could technology be
a support for authentic writing (e.g., blogs)?
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The VOCABULARY PROJECT
in Iceland
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The Icelandic Vocabulary Project
Purposes: Why learn vocabulary?
 to

improve reading comprehension
 to establish new concepts and worldviews
 to advance the quality of writing
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The Icelandic Vocabulary Project
Advancing the Icelandic language
 Advance/reinforce

Icelandic language and culture

 Facilitate

teachers choosing the most powerful words to
explicitly teach

 Provide
 Model

students multiple ways of learning vocabulary

& support our students’ word consciousness
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Which words to teach?
 So

many words! We cannot explicitly teach them all.

 Goal:

Launch our students to become self-sufficient
vocabulary expanders. We do this by
choosing

to model, when we do not know a word

To

teach, explicitly

To

facilitate mastery of essential words

Assisting

with use of context
30
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You cannot teach all words, so
be selective in teaching the right words:
“Tier 1, 2, and 3 words”
Academic words specific
to a discipline
Academic words that are used in all disciplines

• Basic conversational words: most students will know these
31

Tier 1 Words: Conversational
• Tier 1 words are those we use in everyday speech, often
taught in school as sight words.
• “see, look, observe” “say, speak, question, reply”

• Second language learners or learners who struggle may
need help with these basic words.
• Most high schoolers will have mastered the Tier 1 words.
• BASIC CONVERSATIONAL WORDS: MOST H.S. STUDENTS WILL KNOW THESE
32
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Tier 2 words are academic “Mortar words”
• instead of “heavy snowstorm”✻✼❃ “blizzard”
• function - virkni, tilgangur
• characteristic - einkenni
• design - hönnun
• trajectory - ferli
ACADEMIC WORDS that cross DISCIPLINES
33

Tier 2 words are academic “Mortar words”
• General academically-associated terms
• Used across all content disciplines
• When teaching writing, we encourage these words rather
than Tier 1 words.
• Often synonymous with (but more interesting than) words
used in Tier 1.
ACADEMIC WORDS that cross MOST DISCIPLINES
34
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In the research project, teachers chose Tier 2
words to explicitly teach. Among other units of
study, the local researcher supported teachers’
instruction for…
• Icelandic Language & LITERATURE class unit on
Gudmundsson’s Angels of the Universe 📘 📖
• Science unit on electricity ⚡️💡
• Social Studies unit on citizenship 👨👩👦 🙋♀️
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WORDS that cross Many DISCIPLINES

More Tier 2 “Mortar words”
• Some Tier 2 are essential concepts that are very powerful to teach.
• “The trajectory of Dorrit Moussaieff’s life from a family of Jerusalem
merchants to First Lady of Iceland is an amazing story.”
• Trajectory
• The path of an object in air
• The path of a person’s life
• The past, present or future evolution of a policy, institution, or other
entity
• How something or someone moves
36
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Tier 2 words are “Mortar words”
• instead of “nice” or “kind”
• congenial, generous, benevolent, altruistic

• instead “talked” or “spoke”
• whispered, explained, conversed, conveyed, expressed,
voiced, communicated
• function - virkni, tilgangur
• characteristic - einkenni
• design - hönnun
• trajectory - ferli
ACADEMIC WORDS THAT CROSS DISCIPLINES
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Tier 3 words are academic “brick words”
• Tier 3 words are disciplinary focused, words that we
would not necessarily know unless we begin to explore
a subject in depth.
• The concepts that you are teaching
• Science: photosynthesis
• Social Science: diplomacy
• Health: virus, pandemic
ACADEMIC WORDS SPECIFIC TO A DISCIPLINE
38
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Tier 3 words are academic “brick words”
•What are some of the Tier 3 words you will
teach during the first three months of school?

ACADEMIC WORDS SPECIFIC TO A DISCIPLINE
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Why learn vocabulary?
• to establish new concepts
• to widen our worldview
• to improve reading comprehension
• to advance the quality of writing

40
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How to teach vocabulary

📝

• Multiple exposures
• Active and generative expression by the learner; talk
with peers to make up sentences, skits, games, etc.
• Exposure to varied and complex texts provides
……to be able to use them correctly in context.
• Explicit instruction
• Remember M. A. T. E.
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Be selective in teaching the right words!
Then, teach them effectively with M.A.T.E.
See the results of the Icelandic Vocabulary Project in the most
recent issue of the Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy.

ACADEMIC WORDS SPECIFIC TO A DISCIPLINE

ACADEMIC WORDS THAT ARE USED IN ALL DISCIPLINES

• Basic conversational words: most students will know these
42
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My hope for Iceland

🇮🇸
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From Brené Brown: Dare to Lead pp. 13-14
“If the culture in our school…or even family requires armor [to
protect against vulnerability] because of issues like racism, classism,
sexism, or any manifestation of fear-based leadership, we can’t
expect wholehearted engagement. You can’t fully grow or develop
behind armor...It takes a massive amount of energy just to carry it
around…

44
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From Brené Brown: Dare to Lead pp. 13-14
“What we can do, and what we are ethically called to do, is create a space
in our schools and classrooms where all students can walk in and, for that day
or hour, take off the crushing weight of their armor, hang it on a rack, and
open their heart to truly being seen…
We must be guardians of a space that allows students to breathe and be
curious and explore the world and be who they are without suffocation. They
deserve one place where they can rumble with vulnerability and their hearts
can exhale. And what I know from the research is that we should never
underestimate the benefit to a child of having a place to belong—even
one—where they can take off their armor. It can and often does change the
trajectory of their life.”
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I invite you to join me in making this commitment.

We are committed to becoming aware of and
eliminating structural racism, sexism, ableism, etc.
We will act when our neighbors are harmed in any way related to
their religion, ethnicity, color of their skin, gender, sexual
orientation, class, or ability. We intend to present issues of diversity
in our curriculum; teach the kinds of critical thinking that examines
actions and words, and communicate the values of equity and
inclusion in our classrooms. We stand ready to support
all…students, staff, and faculty and to work actively together
toward a more just and equitable community and world.
46
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My hope for Iceland

🇮🇸

– The pandemic: Reminder of our inter-dependence;
■ Model respect; cooperation

– Every educator is empowered to be a language teacher/leader
■ Enthusiastic about words and the structure of the language
■ Students learn language, learn through language, and learn about
language
■ Reinforce Icelandic language; show the world that English has its place
& that place is NOT to supplant indigenous languages.
■ Multi-linguicism is an asset.

– Every educator enthusiastically respects & reinforces maternal languages
(Polish, Tagalog, Chinese)!
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3 Paradigms or Pedagogies for Language Learning
■ THE GARDEN METAPHOR—all sprouts will grow; you can help them!
■ Lessons From Literacy Research to GROW learners:
– MESSAGE BOARDS--authentic writing at every age
– ICELANDIC VOCABULARY WORDS
■ Tier II & III words teach explicitly
■ Advance language to advance thinking

■ Growing confident & proficient Icelandic
readers & writers…citizens
– Inclusive, safe spaces for learning
48
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